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ISOMETRIES OF "-INVARIANT SUBSPACES(i)
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ARTHUR LUBIN

ABSTRACT. We consider families of increasing * -invariant subspaces of

H (D), and from these we construct canonical isometries from certain L     spaces

to H .  We give necessary and sufficient conditions for these maps to be unitary,

and discuss the relevance to a problem concerning a concrete model theory for

a certain class of operators.

1. Introduction. Let H2 denote the usual Hardy class of functions holomor-

phic in the unit disc D. Beurling showed [2] that any closed subspace invariant

under multiplication by z is of the form s(z)H2, where s is inner. Here we con-

sider the * -invariant space M = (s//2)1, where s is a singular inner function. It

is well known (see [5] for details) that

s(z) = exp -[-/r£r,«4
where o is a finite positive singular measure.

In §2, we decompose M into a "continuous chain" of increasing *-invariant

subspaces, and from this chain we construct a canonical isometry from a certain

L2 space onto M.  This generalizes a map used by Ahern and Clark [l], and

Kriete [6]. In §3, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for this map to be

unitary, and in §4, we examine some measure theoretic implications of these con-

ditions. In §5 we generalize our methods, and finally, in §6 we show relations of

these isometries to concrete canonical models of a class of operators defined by

Kriete [7], and point out relations of our work to his.

We consider only singular * -invariant subspaces since in the general case,

cf> = s • B where s is singular, and

_ ä     a   - z

B(z)=n-AL^-,
n   Kl  1-V
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and by writing (<j>H2)L = (BH2)X © B(sH2)1, we can consider separately the

singular and Blaschke product cases [l].  If ¡(B H2)1} is any family of increasing

*-invariant subspaces of (BH2)1, it follows that each B    is a subproduct of B.

Relabeling if necessary, we assume B    has zeroes a , • «., a _., and then

!*,•>"_ j, h.(z) = (l - \a.\ 2YA B.(z)(l - a.z)- \ forms an orthonormal basis for

(BnH2)x  [ill. Then (VJcJX*) = S~=0 cn/3n(z) maps  I2 unitarily onto (BH2)1   in

a canonical manner. We thus restrict ourselves to the singular case where fami-

lies of subspaces are uncountable, and hence such natural orthonormal bases do

not exist.

2. Constructing isometries.  For o a positive singular Borel measure on the

unit circle  T (which we identify with [0, 2tt]), we say iffjJxeT is a (right) con-

tinuous chain if

(i) o2   = o, oa is the zero measure,

(ii) if A < p, (a- - o A is a positive 3orel measure,

(iii) a{X) = o^(T) is a (right) continuous function of A.

We note that (i) implies that o^ <K o  , À < p, and hence the only possible

atoms of a» are atoms of o. In what follows, the subscript A will implicitly

range over [0, 2tt].

Given a singular inner function

s(z) = exp

and a right continuous chain icr.!, let

sx(z) = exp

[-/&»>]

[-J&H-
Mx = (sxH2)\ and

Px be orthogonal projection on My

We denote M      by M and P.    by P, and note that since s^ is a singular inner

function dividing s, \MA, is an increasing family of *-invariant subspaces of M.

From Beurling's theorem [2] and the continuity condition on a(\) = oA[T), we have

the following proposition.

Proposition 2.1. (i) Mx = ||    \M  •

(ii) // 1er,! is a continuous chain, then (UU<\M  )  is dense in My

Details of the proof can be found in [7].  Thus, 2.1 shows that the increasing
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family of projections ?Pxi is right continuous in the strong operator topology.

For z e D fixed, and 1 the constant function,

(P,l)(*) - 1 - sAz)sx(0) = ̂ ([0, A])

is a complex Borel measure on [0, 2?7].

".Go, *» - J.2ff   *x<fl

0    l-ze~ie

is also a Borel measure, and a simple computation shows that p (E) =

j"E 2s.x(z)sx(0) dvz(\), i.e., a)iz(A) = 2sx(z)sx(o) aVz(A). Thus, v = vQ and /i = /iQ

are equivalent, i.e., mutually absolutely continuous, positive measures, and

Á(a. b])=oAT)-o(T).

Proposition 2.2.  There exists F(z, A) such that for each z £ D, F(z, A) £

L°V) and dvz(\) = Fiz, A) dAX).

Proof. Fix z £D and let Cz = supö|l/(l - ze~i6)\. Then for (a, b] C T,

K«a, *])|
T277 *fb - aa)(d)

l-ze-!t
< CjA(a, b]),

so \v (E)\ < C iAE) for all E C T.  F(z, A) is just the Radon-Nikodym derivative

of v_ <SC v.

Thus, /i   « /i, so for c e L2(z¿) we define

(Vc)(z) = Jo27r c(A) dpz(X) = 2 Jo277 c<A)sx(z)sx(0)FU, A)aV(A).

Proposition 2.3.  V: L2 —» M z's a72 isometry.

Proof.  Let y.    ,i be the characteristic function of (a, b], and 5 the closed

linear span of all such \. Since  V\.   h~i = P. 1 - PI is the projection of 1 onto

M.Q M ,  V maps S isometrically into M.  For c e L (p), c   —» c, {c J C S, we

have Í Vc ! Cauchy in M, and since for z e D fixed, (Vc )(z) —» (Vc)(z), V is

an isometry on all of L2(p).

Proposition 2.4.  Let c £ L2(p).

(i) If c(À) = 0 a.e. for A > a, r/berz (Vc) e Mfl.

(ii) // c(A) = 0 a.e. for A < a, r/>ef2 (Vc) e Mf = s H2.
* ' — an

Proof.  For continuous c, (Vc) is the limit of Riemann sums and the proposi-

tion is clear. The general case follows by continuity.
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Corollary 2.5. Let Qy- L2(p) — L2(p)  by

(QKc)(x) = c(x),       x<\,

*<\ x>A.

Then PXV = VQy

Proof. (Vc) = /rQ xj c(x) <<Pxl) + /(x 2Ji c(x) a\Pxl). Since the first summand

is in Mx and the second is in Mx, we have (PXV) = JL ^ c(x) 4P^l) = V(Q.c).

Since c is arbitrary, the proposition follows.

3. Conditions for unitary maps. We know that V(L2(u)) is a closed subspace

of M, and we now consider when V is actually onto. It is clear that a necessary

condition for this is that \ox\ be a continuous chain, since if o~x(T) has a jump

at \Q, define

o(E)=  li,n   o.   IE)
+

e-0

and let

7(t) = expl-
[-/&;*■}

Then s  is a singular inner function and V(L2(p|r0     0) C (s//2)~ and

V(L2(p|(x >2;r])) C sx H2, so N = (sx H2)L © (sH2Y- is an infinite dimensional

subspace of M, since o\   ^o, and /V cannot be contained in VtL2). Thus, we

now assume that all chains \ox\ are continuous, which is equivalent to assuming

that p and v ate nonatomic measures.

For £ £ D, let K,(z) = (l - s\£)s(z))/(l - ¿» be the projection of the repro-

ducing kernel (l - £z)~l onto M. One can see that K, is in the tange of V iff

(*) K%X) + R4A)-i«fUJ0R£*Xi-?*)   a.e.M

holds for all z £ D. Since the linear span of the K, is dense in M,  V is onto

iff (*) holds for all £ £ D, which is equivalent to Ff>, A) = (l - ze~if^-1 tot

some real /. Details for this are found in [10].

We get this result more simply by following the methods used by Kriete [7].

Kriete constructs a unitary map

5: M-3)- f^QLHvJMk),

where 3) is a direct integral space. The measures vx ate defined by the relation
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fT HO) abx(d) = Jo* (JT m dvs(d)) Ms)

for all h £ C(T) [7, p. 133]. It is easy to see that our isometry V is the unitary

map j   1 restricted to  -Dx, the set of functions in h depending only on A, i.e.,

if ¿(A, 6) £ 2\ C 3), then for each A0, h(k0, 6) £ L2(ia ) is constant a.e. [i/x ].

Thus, V is onto iff 2)^ = 2). As Kriete remarks [7, p. 137], this holds iff v* =

8,,.,, a unit point mass at /(A). If we consider hj.8) = (l - ze~l  )~l £ C(T),

we see that

/» (1 - «-"V I doA8) - £ (jln (1 - «-*) -1 aVs(ö)) é<*>,

so we have  F(z, A) = /^(l - ze_i  )-1 dvA.6).  Hence, we have

Proposition 3.1.  V z's 072/0 z'// there is a real f such that F(z, A) =

(l-ze-'/W)-1 o.e. [u], i.e.

We note that Kn = 1 - sU)s(o) = Pi - V(l) is always in the range of V.

From this, it follows that V(L2) cannot be *-invariant unless V is onto.

4. Descriptions of the chains of measures. We now examine more closely

what

LJo    l-ze-iöy l-ze-it

implies about the chain {o"xi.

Proposition 4.1. (**) holds iff for all A, 0A.Ë) = v(f~l(E) D [0, A]), for

all ECT.

Proof. Suppose (**) holds, so that i>x= 8,,. y Then for ECT, consider

h(6) = XE(6) in the equation defining zvx. Thus,

"¿E) = St *ß(ö) **(ö) = J* (fr Xu® *>,&) <*<*)

= Jo* *,-1     (s) ̂ s) - *</" ̂  ° [0. Al).
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Conversely, suppose ox(E) = iX/_1(F) n [0, A]). Then we get J^vs(E)dv(s) =

/q X,-l(E)(s)dv(s). Since A is arbitrary, we have that vs(E) = x.-i(E.(s) a.e.

[v], so v = 8... and (**) follows.

A general finite positive singular o can be written as o = X. a.8. + o, where

a. > 0, S a. < oo, 8- is a unit point mass at 9-, and a  is a continuous singular

measure. Then if Íct» i is a continuous chain, o » = S a.(A)<5. + ct. , where for each

;', a. is a continuous increasing function of A, a.(0) = 0, a.(27r) -a., and ¡ct» ! is

a continuous chain for a.  If we let v,([0, A]) = a.(A), and  ¡^([O, A]) = o AT),

then ßUA) = d[oAT)] = 2.dv.(\) + dv(X).

Proposition 4.2.   Using the above notation, (**) holds if and only if the

measures v., j = 1, 2, • • •, and v   are mutually singular, f(9) = 9- a.e. [v],

andox(E)~v(f-KE)n [0, A]).

Proof. (**) implies that

cpr  #&    , y     «/W rx    */0 rx    dï(9)

Jo    1_*e-'*+~ !_«-«*;    7Jo l-ze-i9+ Jo i-*«-"*'

Since each side is a holomorphic function of z, we equate the 72th derivatives

evaluated at 0, and we get

f* e-inedïx(9) ̂e'^'a/A) = £ /„V''"^yW + JÓ* e~in6&&>•
j i

Taking complex conjugates, and then considering linear combinations and mono-

tone limits yields, for any bounded Borel function b,

Jo27r b\9) dox(9) + £ «Ö.)a.(A) = j; J* 6(/(ö;.)) «V. + J* i(/(0) ¿,7(0).
7 7

Let V^^Xiöfci^ and BK = /"1({0K0- Then

aK(A> ' So <VÖ) = jo" Xbk«» fe <*^ + dï(9)\.

Since A is arbitrary, we have

f   dvA9) = V f dv.(9)+  f <#W).JE   "Kw/     ¿- jEnBK     1 Jec,bk

Hence, vK is carried in BK, and

v(BK) = v.(BK) = 0    if a * K.
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Clearly f(6) = ö„ a.e. [vK], and considering only (U^B^)*7» Proposition 4.1

completes the proof.

We note that given any Borel measurable /: [0, 2?7] -» [0, 2t7], and any

continuous singular o, there is a 3orel measure v such that vif~ (E)) = oiE)

[9]. If we choose such a v and define ox(E) - vif~l(E) n [O, A]), then íaxi isa

continuous chain with corresponding F(z, A) = (l - ze~z''*0_ .  Thus, all chains

arise in this manner, and any onto / may occur.

It is difficult to determine whether a given chain \o^\, where o is continuous,

satisfies the condition of Proposition 4.2. We now consider those chains obtained

by letting ffx = o\ .   , i.e., o restricted to Ax, where JAxi is an increasing family

of Borel sets. We see that if (r4x - Bx) U (Bx - Ax) is countable for all A, then

o\.    = ct|„    for all continuous o, so it suffices to consider collections ¡Axi
. (11.

modulo this equivalence relation. We now suppose that io"| .   I is a chain which

satisfies (**) for all continuous singular o, and we characterize the

collection ÍAxi.

We first note that continuity of the chain jcrx! implies that Sx =

(Ax - öfi<xA/J and Dx = (C\    ^A   - Ax) are at most countable for all A. (if

not, one could find a continuous o carried in S»    or D.   , and a(A) = o AT)
0 ** 0

would jump at AQ.) Hence |Axi is equivalent to fO    XA   ¡, and we may assume

that Ax = rL>x<4„- We may also assume that AQ =0 and A2n = [O, 277].

For x e[0, 277], let Xx = inf|A|x e Ax\, and define yix) = Ax- Then

y- HAX) = fy|y e A^, \ <\ - y k AJ - V and Y~ H[0, A]) ̂li^V
UU<X(A   - Ul/<„'^v) = ^x' so Y ls Botel measurable and y   l(p) is countable

for all p. Hence, there exists a countable (perhaps finite) collection of disjoint

Borel sets JB;.| with  \J.Bj = [O, 277], y.. = y|ß.   1-1,   y(Bf) 3 y(B.+ {) [4].   For

any continuous o, define a ■ by

ofS) = oiyj KS)) = o-7'(S),      SCT.

Let ß.: [0, 277] -. [0, 277] be defined by

ß.(x) = y7\x)    ifxey.(B.),

= 0 if x^yy(S;.).

Then o.(S) = oiß^S)) since cKÍOÍ) = 0.

Now, suppose Sx = (Ax - \J    .A ) has at least two elements for all A £ E,

where E is uncountable. Then |B.{ has (at least) two uncountable sets, B. and
; *v 1

B,. Clearly we can choose a continuous singular o carried on S = y"1 (y.(B2))U

B2 such that oiy- l(S)) = o {(S) = oiy~ l(S)) = op) for all S C T. Then a/S) = 0
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if  ; > 2, and  iX[0, A]) = ox(T) = o(Ax) = o(y~ llO, A]) = 2yCTy([0, A])

(o-,+ct2)([0, A]) = 2CTj([0, A]).

Since {r/v! satisfies (**) for some /, we have

*      M9) 7-277     ^X(ö) r db(®f»     «Ht/) p77    wx^' f M9)

Jo l - ze-Hn - Jo    ! _ ,,-ifl = Jax j _ „-,

*W)_ y  r ao-(V)

jKjHo.xbl-ze-*0

x       do-^9) x       dap)

Jo l_ze-ißl'6)+ Jo 1_ze-'/32(e) + 0

= | J0X[(i + ze-ißAeyu(l + ze-'ß2^y)-i]Md)t

Comparing 72th derivatives at z = 0, we have, since A is arbitrary,

2e-inne)=e-inßl(d)+e-inß2(e)     ^^

Thus, ß.(9) = ßA9) a.e. [v], which is impossible since B.C\ B, =0 and

ßj(9) £ B¿. Thus, the set E is countable, and by taking an equivalent collection

iAxl, we may assume E = 0.

Proposition 4.3. Suppose \AX\ induces a unitary map V: L2(p) —» M for all

continuous singular a.  Then

(AX - U Ap) = |px!,      A £ E,
\ u>X      j

= 0, A £ Ec,

for some set E.  Further, (**) holds with /(A) = px, Ax = /(£ n [0, A]), vis) =

ct(/(£ O S)), and v(Ec) = 0.

Proof. We have proved all but the final statement:

(A'-r>)
= iA|A = kx = y(x) for some x £ [O, 2tt]! = y([0, 2tt]).

Let x £ Ax. Then x £ Ax for A < A, so x £ Sx . Thus, 5X = \x\ and x =

/(Ax) e f(E n [0, A]). Let* * e /(£ n [0, A]). Then x = /(Ax),\ < A, Ax e E.

Hence, xe^   C Ax, so Ax = /(£ n [0, A]). ox(S) = v[/-l(S) n [0, A]], so
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viS) = o(f(S Cl E)) for all SCT since /|£ is 1-1.

Thus, v(Ec) = 0.

Conversely, if {Ax? is an increasing family of Borel sets with

(i) Ao = 0, A2n=[0, 27r],

(ii) ftp.>\A " A\> and

AX~   U V1^1'       *e£'

(iii) *>X

= 0, A e Ec,

for some Borel set E, we can define /(A) = px if A e E, /(A) = 0 if A € Ec.

Then / is Borel measurable by Kuratowski's isomorphism theorem [8]. If we let

o. = o\ A , then \oA is a continuous chain satisfying (**), and hence induces an

onto map V.

5. More general isometries. The isometries we have defined are closely re-

lated to the map U = f e'*dPx: M —* M. (This is defined as the limit in the

strong operator topology of appropriate simple functions. See [3] for details.)

This leads us to examine the special role played by the function 1.

Proposition 5.1.  V: L2(p) —» M is onto if and only if 1 z's cyclic for

fel   dPx.  More precisely,

Range(V) = span,t/,l!~=_00.

Proof.   Since a\Px f27T c(X) dPJ) = cix) dPJ, we have  If = f einX dPx,

72= 0, ±1, •••. Thus, t/"l= V(einX).  The proposition now follows since le'"xi

is dense in L (p).

For / £ M, define p,([0, A]) = (P\f, /). Then p. is a positive Borel measure

and we have  V.: L2(p.) —» M defined by (V.c)(z) = /c(A) a\Pxf)(z). Analogous to

V= V,, we have

Proposition 5.2. V.: L2(p) —» M is an isometry.  VQ^= P\V, where Qx:

L2(pf) — L2(Pf\[0tx]) h restriction, and Range (Vf) = span i fJ"/!~= _oo.

Now, given ¡axi, <sxi, and ÍMxi, we can ask whether some V.: L2(p) —» M

is unitary. We show below that V = Vj: L2(ft) —» M is the best candidate for a

unitary map.

Lemma 5.2. Let g(.z) = zn.  Then for z £D,n> 0, ftz"\[0, A]) = (Pxg„)U)

z's a complex Borel measure.  For any z e D, n>0, pz    « p.

Proof. The proof follows by a simple induction.
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Proposition 5.3. Suppose V.: L2(p) —* M z's onto.  Then V: L2(p) —» M is

onto.

Proof.  If V. is onto, there is a c   £ L (p) with

(Vtcx) = f*n cx(X)dPxf= 1 - sU)s(0) = ¡™ d(Pxl)(z).

Then, a{Pxl)(z) = ci» a\Pxf)(z) for z e/). In particular, ci.A) atPx/)(0) = a)i(A).

Suppose p/E) = 0, FC E.  Then 0 = ||xF|| 2 2     ) = || V/Xp|| 2 2, so VXf = 0.

Thus, 0 = (Vxp) = fP dPxf)(0) , so p(F) = 0 and p « pf

Suppose p(E) = 0. Then by Lemma 5.2, /xE(A) dPx: M —> M annihilates zn

for all 72 > 0, and is hence the zero operator. Hence, /E ¿P./= 0 = (VfxF), and

p. « p.  Thus, given c £ L (p.),  c/c.  is well defined with respect to the measure

algebra of p, and

||c||   2      = J|c(A)|2^/A)=J"|c(A)|2atPx/./)
L     {fit)

=  f|c(A)|2—l—-diPxl, l) = llfll2,    •

Thus,   V^c/Cj) = V,(c) so Vj is onto.

6. Conclusion. Let |crxi be a chain yielding a unitary V: L (dp)   °°ro > M,

with F(z, A) = (l - ze~1'^  0~ l. Then, by techniques similar to those of Ahern

and Clark [l], who «sed ox = cr| (0 x- which corresponds to /(A) = (l - ze~'x)~l,

we have that

(V*g)(X)= lim(277Sx(0))-1   f2ffg(e¿0)s7(re¿é?)(l--re¿'(*))-1a'0.

If T: M —» M is the restricted shift defined by Tg = P^zg, g £ M, and M, K:

L2(íi) —» L (p) ate defined by

(Mc)(A) = e^VU),       (Kc)(A) = 2 £ e^   "^ Ut) MÙ,

then  T = V(l - K)MV .  Thus, we say that  V implements the concrete model

theory for ((/ - K)M) . This is a special case of a class of operators considered

by Kriete [7].  In the nononto case,  V(L (p)) is the image of a certain one-dimen-

sional section of 3). It is not clear whether this space has any special signifi-

cance with respect to restricted shifts or * -invariant subspaces.
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